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Abstract 

Noun-noun compound is a common type of 

multiword expressions in English. It causes 

problems in natural language processing as 

many other kinds of MWEs. In this paper, 

we extract noun-noun compounds using 

their POS tags. Then those noun-noun 

compounds are aligned with their Chinese 

translations using word alignment method. 

The statistical analysis result of the 

alignments shows that English Noun-noun 

compounds are translated differently in the 

parallel corpus in the ways of numbers and 

POS tags of translated Chinese word. 

1 Introduction 

Multiword expressions are idiomatic fragments 

which are made up of multiple whitespace-

delimited words in naturally segmented languages 

like most European languages. However, in non-

segmented languages typically as Chinese, the 

definition of MWEs is spared (Baldwin et al, 2010) 

as Chinese is considered as “a language of 

compound words” (Arcodia, 2007). Different from 

segmented languages, Chinese words are not 

natural but based on linguistic definitions. Even 

though, there are still several researches of Chinese 

MWEs. Most of them have their own 

interpretations of Chinese MWEs and the studies 

are mostly based on parallel corpora. (Piao et al, 

2006;  Zhang et al, 2009) 

MWEs cause problems in applications of natural 

language processing. For instance, MWEs are 

difficult to identify and translate thus they are not 

handled very well in statistical machine translation 

systems. Studying the translations from the parallel 

corpora may be helpful to improving the 

translation quality as we can see why certain 

translation problems occur. On the other hand, it’s 

interesting to see how English MWEs are 

translated in a non-segmented language by human 

translators.  

In this paper we focus on the analysis of noun-

noun compounds. As a very common type of 

MWEs, noun-noun compounds are very productive 

and comparatively easier to be identified. First, we 

use simple patterns of POS tags to extract noun-

noun compounds from English text. Then we use 

word aligner to find their Chinese translations from 

the parallel corpus. The analysis results are later 

expressed in different terms of statistics.  

2 Extraction of Noun-noun compounds 

2.1 Data set 

The parallel corpus used in this paper is a 

collection of subtitles from movies and TV series
1
. 

There are totally 1.4 million lines. As they are 

from subtitles, a large portion of them are 

                                                           
1 The corpus is downloaded from “http://opus.lingfil.uu.se/” 



dialogues thus most sentences are short. Most of 

the subtitles are from English movies and TV 

series, so English is the original language and they 

are translated from English into Chinese. There is a 

small portion in which Chinese is original. In the 

parallel corpus, normally one sentence is per line 

while in a few lines there are two or more 

sentences. Meanwhile there are not always 

terminal punctuations at the end of the sentences.  

2.2 Segmentation and POS tagging 

The corpus is sentence aligned. However, both 

English and Chinese texts are plain texts that 

contain no POS tags which are necessary for noun-

noun compounds extraction. The Chinese text is 

not segmented either.  

In this paper, for English text we tag it using 

both Stanford POS tagger and TreeTagger. Apart 

from POS tags, the TreeTagger also provides 

lemmas of English words. For Chinese text, first 

we use Stanford segmenter to do the segmentation. 

Then we use Stanford POS tagger to tag the 

Chinese sentences. Considering the fact that the 

length of the sentences has a very big impact on 

the POS tagger’s accuracy, in this paper we trim 

those sentences which contain less than 4 words. 

After that, there are about 1.1 million sentence 

pairs left. When using the TreeTagger, we also add 

terminal marks at the ends of all the sentences to 

increase the precision.  

2.3 POS pattern for Extraction 

Noun-noun compounds are the noun phrases that 

are only composed by nouns. In this case, we can 

extract them via the POS tags. The Stanford 

Tagger uses the tag set of Penn Tree Banks. There 

are 4 tags for nouns. These are NN as noun, 

singular or mass; NNS as plural noun; NNP as 

proper noun, singular and NNPS as proper noun, 

plural. The TreeTagger uses NP and NPS instead 

of NNP and NNPS. In this paper we consider the 

proper nouns as noun-noun compounds as well, so 

we don’t distinguish between normal nouns and 

proper nouns when extracting them. As the proper 

nouns have their own tags, we can easily classify 

them later. 

Basically we just extract the word sets in which 

the words appear constantly as nouns. The number 

of the nouns can be 2 or more. In order to achieve 

a decent precision, we use a stop word list which 

trims numerals. When using the TreeTagger, we 

don’t consider those words whose lemmas are 

tagged as “<unknown>” for those words are very 

likely to be tagged incorrectly. First we generate 

two candidate lists of noun-noun compounds 

respectively using the POS tags tagged by Stanford 

Tagger and TreeTagger. There are 78571 

candidates in the list generated by using 

TreeTagger and 100363 candidates in the list 

generated by using Stanford tagger. The 10 most 

frequent candidates from the two lists are shown in 

table 2.1: 
 

        Tree Tagger                  Stanford POS tagger 
 

New York     849 

Jesus Christ     324 

My God     313 

United States     299 

Hong Kong     290 

San Francisco     175 

Red John     171 

phone call     164 

Los Angeles     155 

cell phone     154 

New York     840 

Jesus Christ     327 

United States     297 

Hong Kong     279 

San Francisco     170 

Red John     159 

phone call     156 

cell phone     153 

Los Angeles     148 

ice cream     140 

 

Table 2.1 10 most frequent candidates in two lists 
 

For the TreeTagger, before tagging we have to 

use the provided tokenizer to make the tokens one 

per line. It doesn’t tokenize the text entirely so we 

may still have tokens as “haven’t” and “I’m”, those 

should be filtered out. It also tags some tokens that 

contain capital letters incorrectly. For the 

Standford tagger, if we use the tokenization option 

when tagging the file, it splits and merges several 

sentences thus the parallel corpus is destroyed. 

However, we can still use the tokenized one to 

produce the candidates. We also tag the text 

without using the tokenization option, which will 

be used in the alignment parts later.  

Generally, from the results we see Standford 

tagger performs slightly better in POS tagging, 

while the TreeTagger has lemma information 

which is also positive to noun-noun compound 

extraction. In this case, we intersect the two lists 

and take those that are contained in both lists to 

create the final list. There are totally 60384 

candidates contained in the final list. Most of the 

candidates look quite good but there are still some 

mistaken ones involved. We can take a look at 

some of them in table 2.2: 



 

 

New York  

Jesus Christ  

United States  

Hong Kong  

San Francisco  

Red John  

phone call  

Los Angeles  

cell phone  

ice cream  

tomorrow 

morning  

White House  

heart attack 

Mr Darcy  

phone number  

New York City  

L. A.  

U. S.  

Prime Minister  

Merry Christmas  

tomorrow night  

way home  

New Jersey  

New Year 

…… 

 

Table 2.2 A sample of candidate noun-noun 

compounds in the intersected list 
 

We can see that proper noun phrases seem to 

take a large part of the list. They are also in 

different types as persons, locations etc. For the 

normal nouns, some of them are very idiomatic 

such as “phone call”, “ice cream” and “phone 

number”. However, some of them are controversial 

and difficult to tell whether they belong to noun-

noun compounds. Those are like “Jesus Christ” 

and “wedding day”. There are also quite a few of 

them that are identified incorrectly as noun-noun 

compounds because they don’t get the correct POS 

tags, such as “Merry Christmas” and “big bro”. 

Apart from those, it’s also interesting to find out 

that even some of them are not strictly noun-noun 

compounds, actually they are the other types of 

MWEs, even though they are negative to the 

analysis of noun-noun compounds.  

 

3 Noun-noun compound alignment  

In the previous section, we create the noun-noun 

compound list from the English corpus. We can 

use word aligners to align those compounds to 

their Chinese translations via the parallel corpus. 

Word aligners are normally used in statistical 

machine translation. The production of word 

aligners that is required in this paper is the 

translation probability table, in which we can find 

the noun-noun compounds and their translations. 

The aligner used in this paper is Anymalign
2
. It is 

                                                           
2 See more information on “http://anymalign.limsi.fr/” 

able to run in infinitive time. Theoretically, the 

longer it runs the more translation pairs it is 

supposed to find. The translation probability table 

it produces also contains frequent information. The 

running times of Anymalign are set as 30 minutes 

for all the experiments that are executed in this 

paper.  

First, we run the alignment directly using the 

parallel data in which Chinese is segmented and 

tagged while English is without any modifications. 

There are 2,914,752 term in the probability table. 

We check all the compounds in the final list 

created in the previous section to see whether they 

are contained in the probably table generated by 

the aligner. 7,889 of them are founded in the 

probability table, which is just a small portion of 

the compound list. We put those alignments 

together and name it as alignment 1. 

Considering that if we treat the noun-noun 

compounds the same as words, it might be easier 

for the aligner to find the corresponding translation. 

We can tight the single words in the compounds 

together as single tokens and run the alignments 

again. As TreeTagger and Stanford POS tagger 

tokenize text differently, it’s difficult to cross 

check them. We can do the experiment separately. 

For the TreeTagger, we tight the single nouns 

according to the candidate list and map them to the 

original text. For Stanford Tagger, we do the 

experiment in the same way. Those marked noun 

compounds later can be found in the probability 

tables and easily be extracted. Then we check 

again with the final intersected list.  

For TreeTagger, finally we get 80,510 terms, 

which is more than the terms in the intersected list. 

That’s because some compounds are aligned to 

more than one Chinese translation. For instance, 

the compounds “New York City” is aligned to both 

“纽约城” and “纽约市”. In fact that some of the 

alignments with low frequencies are not very 

reliable, so we abandon those whose frequencies 

are smaller than 5. After that, there are 20,029 

terms left. Similarly we group those terms together 

and name it as Alignment 2. 

For Stanford POS tagger, in order to keep the 

parallel format, the tokenization option is not use 

when tagging the text. This is very negative as 

those tokens that contain punctuations are all 

tagged as nouns. In this case the intersected 

compound list becomes very essential. After 

checking with the list, we get 16,700 terms. 



Similarly we just keep the ones whose frequencies 

are bigger than 4. Finally there are only 3,829 

terms left and we name the set as Alignment 3. 

If we inspect the three alignment sets, the noun-

noun compounds in Alignment 1 are more reliable 

than the other two, while it has the lowest coverage. 

Alignment 2 contains much more alignments but 

the identified alignments are not as accurate as 

Alignment 1. Comparatively Alignment 3 is the 

worst one as neither precision nor coverage is good, 

which indicates that tokenization plays an 

important role in noun-noun compound extraction.  

Here we can take a look at some aligned 

translations from Alignment 1 in table 3.1. We can 

see that some interesting alignments are extracted, 

for example “Sunflower point points hand”, which 

is translated from Chinese into English. Those 

three alignment sets will be statistically analyzed 

in the next section. 

 

 
Noun-noun compounds Chinese Translations Translation Probabilities Frq 

New York  

Hong Kong 

Sunflower point points hand 

De Winter 

Virginia Company 

Bitter Gourd 

United States  

Santa Mira Archive Project 

Wing Chun 

Xu Xian 

Alexandre Dumas 

Roast goose rice noodles 

Virginia Company 

纽约#NR 

香港#NR 

葵花#NN 点穴手#NN 

德温特#NR 

维吉尼亚#NR 

苦瓜#NN 

美国#NR 

圣塔#NR.#PU 米拉#NR 项目#NN 

咏春#NN 

许仙#NR 

大仲马#NR 

凉粉#NN 

维吉尼亚#NR 大#JJ 公司#NN 

0.873457 

0.879699 

1.000000 

0.938462 

0.564706 

0.686567 

0.696970 

0.973684 

0.880952 

0.454545 

0.846154 

1.000000 

0.376471 

0.124341 

0.114931 

0.506410 

0.170868 

0.369231 

0.265896 

0.053302 

1.000000 

0.289062 

0.388889 

0.846154 

0.559322 

0.395062 

283 

117 

79 

61 

48 

46 

46 

37 

37 

35 

33 

33 

32 

 

Table 3.1 Alignment sample from the set alignment 1 
 

4 Statistical Analysis 

In order to investigate how extracted noun-noun 

compounds are translated into Chinese in detail, 

we need to analyze the three alignment sets 

statistically. We can do the statistics in two 

different aspects. First we are interested in 

knowing how many Chinese words the English 

noun-noun compounds are translated into. 

Additionally, we may inspect the POS tags of 

Chinese translations to see whether the translations 

are still nouns. The word number and POS tags can 

somewhat represent the features of Chinese 

translations of English noun-noun compounds. 

As the noun-noun compounds which contain 

exactly 2 nouns take a large part of the alignment 

sets, they are the most common and typical noun-

noun compounds. In this part we focus mainly on 

this type of compounds. First we separate the 

noun-noun compounds with exactly 2 nouns from 

the other compounds. The numbers and portions of 

noun-noun compounds with 2 nouns are in table 

4.1. 

Alignment  NN 

compounds 

Noun+noun Portion 

1 7,889 7,504 95.12% 

2 20,029 18,354 91.64% 

3 3,829 3,548 92.66% 

 

Table 4.1 Numbers and portions of noun+noun 

compounds in 3 alignment sets 
 

From the result, we see that noun+noun 

compounds have very high portions. Especially 

Alignment 1, which is slightly higher while 

Alignment 2 and 3 are similar. As noun-noun 

compounds in Alignment 1 are extracted 

differently from the other two, it indicates that if 

using the aligner directly with the normal parallel 

corpus, it’s more likely to find noun+noun type of 

alignments than the others.  

For those noun-noun compounds which contain 

3 or more nouns, we can see some of them from 

Alignment 1 in table 4.2. They are comparatively 

less idiomatic and most of them have low 

frequencies. Besides, there are quite many 



alignments whose original language is Chinese, 

such as “Roast goose rice noodles”, “Elder Chu 

Kot” and so on.  
 

 

Table 4.2 Alignment sample from Alignment 1 
 

Next we only focus on the compounds which 

contain only 2 nouns. The English noun+noun 

compounds are possible to be translated into one or 

several Chinese words. For each of the three 

alignment sets, we calculate how many compounds 

are translated into certain numbers of Chinese 

words. The result is presented in table 4.3.  
 

 

 
 

 

 
*A: Number and portion of the compounds that are translated into 1 Chinese word 

*B: Number and portion of the compounds that are translated into 2 Chinese words 

*C: Number and portion of the compounds that are translated into 3 or more Chinese words 

 

4.3 Numbers and Portions of noun+noun compounds      

 

We can see that the translations in three different 

alignment sets are different. Generally, the 

majority of the compounds in the 3 sets are 

translated into only one Chinese word. We know 

that in Chinese the words are basic semantic units, 

which are not natural but based on linguistic theory. 

The result indicates that majority of noun+noun 

compounds in English actually work as single 

Chinese word. On the other hand, those aligned to 

single Chinese words are more idiomatic. There 

are only small portions that are translated into 

more than 2 Chinese words. We find out that most 

of them are alignment errors committed by the 

aligner. The English noun+noun compounds 

should be aligned to only part of the Chinese 

translation. For instance, “body bag” is aligned to 

“先用#JJ 裹尸#NN 袋#NN 包起来#VV” but 

actually it should be aligned only to “裹尸#NN 袋
#NN”.  

Additionally, we can also study the POS 

components of the Chinese translations. We do the 

statistics on all noun-noun compounds that have 

any numbers of nouns in Chinese translation. We 

see that some translations are only made up by 

nouns, while some of them contain no noun 

composition. The detailed statistics are in table 4.4. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Noun-noun compounds Chinese Translations Translation Probabilities Frq 

Roast goose rice noodles 

Santa Mira Archive Project 

Lee Fung Yee  

Chitty Chitty Bang Bang 

monk San Te  

Kang Sung mo 

Elder Chu Kot 

凉粉#NN  

圣塔#NR.#米拉#NR 项目#NN 

李凤仪#NR 

奇蒂奇蒂棒棒#NR 车里#NN 

贫僧#NN 三德#NR  

江#NN 成模#VV 

诸葛#NN 卧龙#NR 

1.000000 

0.952381 

1.000000 

0.612245 

0.896552 

0.758621 

0.468085 

0.723077 

1.000000 

0.581818 

0.967742 

0.371429 

1.000000 

1.000000 

47 

40 

32 

30 

26 

22 

22 

Alignments  Noun+noun A  B C 

1 7,504 4,472 59.59% 2,031 27.06% 1,001 13.34% 

2 18,354 13,212 71.98% 3,987 21.72% 1,155 6.30% 

3 3,548 2,879 81.14% 564 15.90% 105 2.96% 

Alignments NN Compounds A  B C 

1 7,889 4,448 56.38% 1,823 23.11% 1,618 20.51% 

2 20,029 13,352 66.66% 2,855 14.26% 3,822 19.08% 

3 3,829 2,506 65.45% 369 9.64% 954 24.91% 



 

*A: Number and portion of the translations that only have noun components 

*B: Number and portion of the translations that have at least 1 noun component, as well as at least 1 other type of components 

*C: Number and portion of the translations that have no noun component 

 

Table 4.4 Numbers and Portions of noun-noun compounds 

 

It’s reasonable that the translations only have 

noun components take the majority parts as two 

sides of the alignments should have similar 

functions in two languages. Meanwhile we see that 

large portions of the translations have components 

other than nouns. For all the 3 alignment sets, there 

are 19% to 25% translations have no noun 

components at all. Actually we find that most of 

these compounds are incorrect as some of them get 

false POS tags either on compound side or 

translation side; some of them are alignment errors. 

There are only few of the alignments are 

acceptable. For examples, “Karate Kid” to “难缠

#VA” and “loan shark” to “放高利贷#VV”. We 

can see that actually those are not direct literal 

translations. While for those translations that have 

one noun component and one other component, 

there are quite many good alignments. For instance, 

“ground unit attention” to “各#DT 地面#NN 部队

#NN 注意#VV”. “Attention” is a noun in English 

but it can never be translated into nouns in Chinese. 

This is an inherent difference between the two 

languages. However, generally the incorrect 

alignments are still more than those with only noun 

components. All those indicate that the in spite of 

some differences between the two languages, the 

English nouns have the tendency to be translated 

into nouns in Chinese. In this case checking the 

components of the translations is a good way to 

judge whether the alignments are reliable.  

In the extraction process, we don’t distinguish 

how many of the noun-noun compounds are proper 

nouns. But actually we can easily separate them. 

Here we regard those noun-noun compounds that 

have at least one proper noun in Chinese 

translation as proper nouns. We get the statistics in 

table 4.5. In the three alignment sets, around 30% 

are proper nouns.  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Alignments NN 

compounds 

PrNoun 

compounds 

Portion 

1 7,889 2,348 29,76% 

2 20,029 6,607 32.99% 

3  3,829 1,060 27.68% 

 

Table 4.5 Numbers and portions of proper noun 

compounds in 3 alignment sets 

 

5 Conclusions 

In this paper, we extract and statistically analyze 

English noun-noun compounds with English-

Chinese parallel corpus consists of movie and TV 

subtitles. Extracting noun-noun compounds is 

comparatively easier than extracting the other 

types of MWEs. We mainly use information of 

POS tags to extract them so the quality of 

extraction greatly depends on POS taggers. We 

found that both Stanford tagger and TreeTagger 

commit mistakes thus the extraction result is not so 

reliable. Cross checking the two candidate lists 

generated respectively by the two taggers is 

somewhat helpful to modify the result but there are 

still numbers of mistakes involved. In order to 

increase the extraction precision, we can either use 

a corpus with longer and more formal sentences or 

use better methods of POS tagging. 

The word aligner Anymalign is used to align the 

noun-noun compounds to their Chinese 

translations. Similarly to the POS taggers, the word 

aligner also makes errors which are negative to the 

analysis. The differences of the three alignment 

sets indicate that we can retrieve more alignments 

if we tight the nouns of the compounds into single 

tokens to run the experiment.  

Briefly, the statistical analysis shows that the 

English noun-noun compounds are more likely to 

be translated into singles noun in Chinese. 

Superficially we see there are a number of them 

don’t conform to it. But actually more of them are 

due to the errors committed either by POS taggers 

or word aligner. Only a small part of them are 



because of inherent differences between the two 

languages. The compounds with exact two nouns 

are more frequent and idiomatic than those with 3 

or more nouns. It’s interesting to find that quite 

many compounds with 3 or more nouns are 

actually translated from Chinese. Additionally, 

proper nouns are an important part of extracted 

noun-noun compounds.  

The future work will be more relevant to 

statistical machine translation. We will do the 

similar experiments on the data produced machine 

translation applications. We will investigate how 

the noun-noun compounds are handled and 

whether there are significant differences when 

compared to the parallel corpora. We will also try 

to promote some modifications to the errors 

concerning about noun-noun compounds.  
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